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Two human rights organisations, London based Reprieve and the Spanish Access Info Europe,
have complained that the majority of 28 nations, mostly European, have refused to release flight
traffic information on CIA rendition flights. The data could help track the routes that the planes
took.

Only 7 states released the information. Five claimed to no longer have the details, three refused
and 13 didn’t reply to requests for information. “Is it an access to information problem, or is it a
problem with this particular issue? It’s a bit of both,” said Access Info Europe executive director
Helen Darbishire. “European countries have not completely faced up to their role here.”

Although it has been denied, several countries are suspected to be involved in the secretive
transfers of prisoners, including Khalid Sheik Mohammad, who is believed to have been the
mastermind behind the 9/11 attack on the US.

It was recently reported that Mohammad was held and interrogated in the basement of
Romania’s National Registry Office for Classified Information (ORNISS) headquarters. This has
been denied by the orgasnisation and the CIA refused to comment.

In contrast to the reluctance of European nations, the US has passed on data of more than
27,000 flight segments.
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